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SUMMARY
This report presents a method for the processing and
analysis of
,
digital,topography data that can subsequently
be entered in an interactive data base , irt the form of slope,
slope length, elevation and aspect angle. Included are a
discussion of the data source and specific descriptions of
the data processing software programs. In addition, the
mathematical considerations involved in the registration of
raw digitized coordinate points to the UTM coordinate system
are presented. Scale factor considerations are also included.
Results of the processing and analysis are illustrated using
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INTRODUCTION
Land resource managers are becoming increasingly aware
of the problem of converting disparate sources of data in map
format into a form suitable for processing on a computer-
oriented information system. This information, acquired from
map sources or remote sensor data obtained from aircraft and
satellites, is compiled into data bases which contain infor-
mation on land use, topography, soil, rainfall, population
density, etc. This report defines the procedures and tech-
niques in use at the NASA/ERL for processing digital topography
data that can subsequently be entered in a data base in the
form of slope, slope length, elevation and aspect.
DIGITAL TERRAIN ELEVATION DATA
The National Cartographic Information Center (NCIC) of
the U. S. Geological Survey, Department of the Interior, provides
a national infcrmation service to make cartographic data of the
United States available to the public and to various federal,
state, and local agencies (reference 1).. These cartographic




compatible tapes (CCT) which contain digital representations
of terrain elevations. These tapes, which are produced by
the Defense Mapping Agency Topographic Center (DMATC) from
the 1:250,000-scale series of maps, are copied and dis'.rib uted
to users by the NCIC.
The DN,A C utilizes a processing system which collects
data from a 1:250,000-scale map using digital graphic recorders
tied into a central processor with disk storage, magnetic
tape output and verification plot capability. The function
of this sytem is to generate a magnetic tape file containing
a matrix of elevation readings extracted at 250 micrometer
intervals. The 1:250,000-scale map generally covers one
by two degrees of longitude and latitude. The DMATC prepares
two one-degree by one-degree matrices for each quadrangle.
Each block of data is stored on a 7-track UNIVAC 1108
computer tape by the DMATC and forwarded to the NCIC. The
NCIC subsequently takes these data and stores up to eight
one-degree quadrangles of longitude and latitude on each
9-track (1600 BPI) tape (four using 800 BPI tapes) . This
latter data format is generally used by the ERL as its source
of topographic informata on
General information concerning the source of data is





DATA PROCESSING SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
General Program Functions
The NASA/EEL software programs for geographical data
analysis and display consist of four separate programs for
processing digital terrain data tapes produced by the DMATC.
These programs perform the following functions: (1) Transforms
data in the local (x,s,) digitizer system to the (XE ,YN) UTM
system, (2) translates the t o x to data set to an input origin,
(3) adjusts the input data set to any desired output cell size,
(4) computes slope, slope length, and aspect for each cell by
use of the maximum gradient from a center cell to the surrounding
eight cells, (5) generates aitput data files (elevation, slope,
slope length, and aspect) which are in a form suitable for
entering into the ERL Interactive Data Base Display Program (IDDP).
Specific Program Descriptions
The processing of digital terrain tapes requires the
execution of Four separate programs. These programs are described
herein.
Program TOPREF. This program prints out pertinent infor-
mation for each column of data as written Lo the reformatted
output tape. The starting x-y points, ending y-point, number
of p-points, and the first three and last three elevation data
values are printed for each x-column. Also, the minimum and
maximum elevation values are printed. This program reads the
NCIC data tapes of 15840-word records (16 -bit words) and writes
G




word 2 record number
word 3 = x coordinate in .01 inches for this record
i
	 word 4 = starving y coordinate in ,01 inches
word 5 = N = number of elevation values in this record
words 6 through (6 + N) elevation values of points
(x ,y l ) through ("N)
words (6 + N + 1) through 2005 = zero fill
Program TOPTWO. This program prints out all input control
parameters which define the area of interest to process, column
and row bias's, etc. Also printed out is a table of computed
easting and northing and elevations for the first and last data
point for each row. The reformatted tape from TOPREF is read.
Card input control, parameters are used to extract only that
data required for processing the selected area and writes out a
file suitable for sorting. Output from this program consists of
7200-word records in 3-word groups of XE
 and YN coordiiiate values
for each cell and its elevation value.
Program TOPSRT. This program prints out check point row
numbers for raw data that are sorted and output in reverse order..
The data that are written in TOPTWO are sorted so that all	 ?
elevation_ values corresponding to YN are written as the first
record, those elevation values corresponding to YN+l as record
2, etc., continuing on until record N = all elevation values
corresponding to Yl . These data are written to an intermediate
scratch disk file, and then output to tape
I
Program T'OPODB. This program prints input control parameters
and input levels for elevation and slope. Optionally, a printer
map is printed showing coded levels for each data element in
row-column format for all four types of output. Output consists




4. Slope length data
MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
UTM Coordinate Equations
Consider .he example of a 1:250,000-scale map as shown
in figure 1. The UTM (XE ,YN) grid system on t -aese type maps
is not normally aligned with the (x,y) coordinate system of
the digitizer system. Thus, an angle correction is required
for each to x t o area or file of data. The sheet corners indi-
cated by the arrows are translated into the origin of the data
file by the following:
xi
 = xi - XeRI




4	 xi = yi - Y e RI
i
where:
^;.	 (xi, yil =-plate coordinates of digitizer































(xeRl, OR1 ) = coordinates of SW sheet corner
of file 1, in inches
(xeR2 , ysR2 ) = coordinates of SE'sheet corner
of file 2, in inches
The (xi, yi) data are corrected for the a angle between the
polyconic coordinate system and the UTM coordinate system to
yield corrected (xi, y) digitizer plate points.
The relationship between the corrected digitizer plate
points and the corresponding UTM coordinates are given by the
following transformation:
XEi = xI SXi + X6RJ
	
(2)
YNi = yY SYi + YGRJ	 (3)
where J = 1, 2, and:
(X6RJ, YERJ) = UTM coordinates of SW or SE sheet corner
SXi	 = X scale factor, file 1 or 2
SYi	 = Y scale factor; file 1 or 2
It should be pointed out that the above equations, in effect,
register the plate coordinates of the left side to x to area
of a quad map ro the SE sheet corner and the subsequent UTM
coordinates are merely determined with respect to the (X6R2 , Y6R2)
origin of the SE sheet corner.
Derivation of Equations for Data Registration
The (x,y) digitizer plate coordinate points are registered
to the UTM coordinate system through the utilization of the A
angle between the polyconic coordinate system and the UTM
coordinate system. Consider first the geometry in figures 2
and 3. These figures depect the location situations that are
	 j
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possible regarding a quad sheet relative
t
to the central meridian
of a zone.	 figures 4, 5, 6, and 7 show the geomctry between the
(x, y) coordinate system and the UTM coordinate system.	 1
We first consider the geometry in figure 4 as relates to the
right side of a .quad located east of the zone CM.	 From this
figure:
Y" = al + b 1, (4)
and:
:R	
= a4 COSH (5)







y' = b l COSH (7)	
j
i
b3 = 'c t sinA (8)
solving (7) foi	 bl:
b	 = ^•'	 cosA1 g'
substituting (9) in (8) :
b3 _ Y^ sink d(10)
cosA
also
µ a	 x'	 - b4	 3 (11)
i
i	
;n substituting (10) in -(11) : !












(xo,yo): SW sheet corner
^a
Figure 4. East of Zone CM, Right Side of Quad
11
and (12) in (5):
COSH - " sin A	 (13)
substituting (12) in (6) and the result in (4) and also (9) in (4)
yields:
sin
	 y' sin2A + y'	 (14)
	
COSH	 cos0





Thus, equations ( 13) and ( 14) give the registration of the (x,y)
plate coordinate point relative to its (x",y") position in the
UTM coordinate system. These equations are valid for the right
side of a quad neap and east of the zone CM.
Consideration o f
 the geometry in figure 5 yields the following
equations for the left side of a quad map, east of zone CM:
x" x' cos0 + y' sina
(16)
sine - 	 sin2A + y- ,^
	co 	 cosy
These equations are r.lso valid for the right side of a quad,
west of the zone CM. This can be verified by consideration of
the geometry in figure 6. Consideration of the geometry in
figure 7 also shows equations 1 and
	
q	 ( 3) n (14) to be valid for





Figure 5. East of Zone CM, Left side of Quad
x .>


















The equations for the i and y scale factors SXi and Syi,
respectively, are derived by assuming that the scale factor
varies linearly from the bottom to the top for R and from left
to right for y. For example, we can compute from known data
a q scale factor on the left, SYL , and a y scale factor on
the right, Syg. The x position of these scale factors are known
data points :kj and xR. On the basis of the linear4_ty assumption,
.J
we can write the general equation:
Syj my xi + by	 (17)
But the two end conditions yield.:
my = (ayR - SYL) /(RR - XL)	 (18)
by SyL - mY xL	(19)
Similarly for SXi:
SXi _ mX y + bX	 (20)
here the two end conditions yield:
mX 	 XT _ SXB)/(yT - F1	 (21))8j
bX = S - mX yB	 (22)
Slope, Slope Length, and Aspect Determination
Thus, equations (2) and (3) yield an (XEi,YNi,Zi) type




is greater than the input cell of .01" x .01" (208' x 2081),
then the average of all the Z's in the output cell domain is
computed and used as the Z value for the cell size.
For purposes of output and for subsequent entry into the
data base, a column and row number for each point is computed
from:







	 C a	 = output cell size
(Xg,"Yg) = origin of output area, in meters





Slope is defined as { A H / A D, i.e.
S 1 (P5P I ) = (Z5 - Z 1 ) / VAX2 + Y2
S2(P5P2 ) = (Z5 - Z2) /	 (X2 - X1)
S 3 (P5P3) = (Z5 - Z3 ) / VAX2 + Q Y2
S4 (P5P4) = (Z5 - Z4) 	 (Y2 - Yl)	 (24)
S5 (P5P6 ) (Z 5 - Z6) /	 (Y3 - Y2)
S6
 (P5 P7_ (ZS - Z7) /	 oX2 + Ay2
S 7(P5P8' _ (Z5 - Z8) /
	 (X3 - X2)
S 8 (P5P9) = (Z5 - Z9 ) /VAX2 + AY2
The largest S i (i = 1,2,..,8) is selected as the slope of
the cell containing P5.	 The Z5
 value and the Zi corresponding.
to the largest Si are then compared.
	
then th  aspect is defined
as the direction from the smallest Z to the largest Z.
Slope length is given by the following equation:
y
S.L. = 2(C8)2 + AZ 2	(25)
Since the slope and aspect determination are based on a
neighboring approach, the perimeter cells for the adjacent
files of a quad map are duplicated for use in the algorithm.
This assureserimeter values for the slope and aspect of aP	 P	 P
10 x 20
 area at the tape file interfaces.
RESULTS
Shiprock and Gallup Quad Data
The digital terrain data for the Shiprock and Gallup Quad,
located as shown in figure 9, were selected for processing and
for subsequenr entry in the IDDP. The cross-hatched area in
this figure represents the area of interest. Input parameters
such as desired output origin, cell size, quantum levels for
elevation, and slope were determined. Figure 10 shows a
typical computer printout for one of the variables (topographic
elevation) in the data base. The input data for the example
shown in figure 10 is given in table I. The input indicates
241 rows and 354 columns of output, but only 62 rows and 120
columns are shown for the sake of brevity. Each lettLr repre-
sents a cell 1COm x 100m in size. Each cell is identified by




coordinate system by equation (23). It should be pointed. out
that the (xo ,yo) origin is referenced to the lower left-hand
r	
cell corner.
To determine the magnitude of agreement between the actual
data and data produced from the TOPO program, the elevation data
for these files were aligned with the corresponding Landsat scene
data. Specific mountain peaks and/or features for the file 2
data were then identified from a 1:62,500-scale USGS map. A
northing, easting, and elevation value were read from the map
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	 INPUT DATA FOR EXAMPLE SHOWN IN FIGURE 10
INPUT COLUMNS TO PROCESS =	 1 354
INPUT STARTING ROW = 1
CELL SIZE =	 100.00
NUMBER OF ROWS OUTPUT = 241	 FROM 1 TO	 241
354 COLUMNS OUTPUT NUMBERED FROM	 1 TO 354
ELEVATION LEVELS CJMPUTED IN INCREMENTS OF 100.0	 FROM	 6000.0 TO 8400.0
LEVEL
	
ST. EL. END EL.
1	 A 0.0 60,0.0
' 2	 B 6000.0 6100.0
3	 C 6100.0 6200.0
4	 D 6200.0 6300.0
5	 E 6300.0 6400.0
6	 F 6400.0 6500.0
7	 G 6500.0 6600.0
`	 - 8	 H 6600.0 6700.0
9	 I 6700.0 6800.0
10	 J 6800.0 6900.0
11	 K 6900.0 7000.0
12	 L 7000.0 7100.0
13	 M 7100.0 7200.0
14	 N 7200.0 7300.0
15	 0 7300.0 7400.0
16	 P 7400 0 7500 0
17	 Q	 7500.0	 7600.0
18	 R	 7600.0	 7700.0





21	 U	 7900.0	 8000.0
22	 V	 8000.0	 8100.0
23	 W	 8100.0	 8200.0
	
" rt	 24	 X	 8200.0	 8300.0
25	 Y	 8300.0	 8400.0




point were then used to compute a row and column number and
the corresponding elevation interval was determined from the
TOPO output data. This comparison is shown in table II and
shows close agreement between the actual data and the data
produced as output from the TOPO programs.
As a further accuracy evaluation, the four known sheet
corners for files 3 and 4 of the RCC 135 data and file 3 of
the RCC 136 data were translated and registered to the UTM
coordinate system using equations (2) and (3). These UTM
values were then compared with the known UTM values and the




The NASA/EEL has developed a method for processing digital
topography data that can subsequently be entered in a data base
t	
to include slope, slope length, elevation, and aspect. It is
expected that this information, and subsequent second and third
Level interpretive information derived from the original source
7=	
.
data, can be used by land resource managers.
f.4
	
	 The current software programs have been written for an




	 format. Another tape format from the DMA is available to users
whereby the data are referenced to the latitude, longitude
r	 ^M	 coordinate system in terms of 3, 1, or .5 arc sec cell sizes`:
I












1 7000 7000 - 7100










































of the Laboratory applications are concerned with the utili-








1. "National Cartographic Information Center (NCIC)




NASA/ERL DIGITAL TERRAIN TOPOGRAPHIC PROGRAMS
This appendix defines the procedures and technique involved
in processing digital terrain data tapes produced by the DMATC.
This processing necessitates the execution of four separate
programs from which is output four data files (elevation, slope,
aspect and slope length) which are in a form suitable for entering
in the Gridded Data Base: Additional information can be obtained
in the DMA TOPO Program Documentation manual on file with the
NASA/ERL. The hardware required is a Varian V70 series miri
computer with the following program memory requirements:
Program 1 -	 511008
Program 2	 - 636008
Program 3	 - 471228
Program 4 -	 473738
One card reader, a line printer, and two tapes or disk
files are required. The individual programs are run in the













PROGRAM 1 - TOPREF
wL
DECK SETUP FOR PROGRAM Pro_-__-Aram1 TOPO REEFORM&T 	 PAGE NO. I OF-1—
(Bock of dock)
/EXEC, TOPREF.
/ACCESS, CDMOUT, mT,,mr-ORMATTED OUTPUT TAPE
J. 
(,(,-OPYF, CD,,ftIN,,Fi. SKIP rILE.(S) TO DATA FILE.




( Front or deck
Data is contained in the second tape file of each group of 3 files
for each area. for a four area tape, skip 1, 4, 7, or 10 files to















JOB TOPO REFORMAT	 LEAD CARD SET UP	 PAGE NO. 1 OF i



























.  C-DIMIN, MT, L9,M%Li, REFOR11ATTED INPUT.
CCESS I, CDMpUT, DD.
(CrrATE, CDNl0UT*,CUXMX, 72009200/s.






.fCE^ TOPO - PROCRAM 2	 LEAD CARD SET UP	 PAGE NO.' OF 6







IDE NTIF ICATION1. 13	 R CO^UIaNS 
1	 1-12	 D12	 Easting output origin in meters, minus 1/2
f	
'	 output cell size.
i	 2	 13-241	 Di2.2,'	 YO	 Northing output origin in meters, minus 1/2
output cell size.
3	 25-36	 D12.2=	 XE	 Q Easting output limit, plus 1/2 output cell size.;
4	 37-43	 D12.2!	 YE	 ; Northing output limit, plus 1/2 output cell size,'
5	 49-60	 D12.2 1	XORG	 ; Map sheet corner, eastingi








{)^,	 f ** Field input example
j 649950.	 Input as 649950D2
j 3985597.81	 Input as 398559781D0
t
'	 1
U!-!V tITS 'Map sheet corner	 SW corner for east file and SE corner fnr wcs:Z^,,,_




joa TOPQ - PROGRAM 2	 LEAD CARD SET UP	 PAGE NO. 2 OF 6







1 1- 5 15 ISTART Record number on input file to start processingi
Deafult = 1.
2 6-15 F10.01 CEU Output	 -ill size in meters.
3 16-25 F10.0 CB Column bias in meters.






CARD	 - s' l
NO.	
3
J.08 TOPO-PROGRAM	 LEAD CARD SET UP	 PAGE NO. 3 OF 6







l •1-20 D20.10 DELTA Rotation angle for easting bias (degrees).'
2 21-40 D20.10 THETA Rotation angle for map misalignment (degrees).2
3 41 11 LQ =1 for processing left quadrant, otherwise blank.
The DELTA angle is determined from:
tan A =
	
E2 - E1	 l(N2 - Nl) where the
subscript 2 refers to the top sheet coordinates
and the subscript 1 refers to the bottom sheet
coordinates of the Quad map centerline. 	 For an
input data file relative to the zone CM, the
"sign" of the DELTA angle is-as follows:
-Negative: East of Zone CM, left half of"Quad
Positive: East of Zone CM, right half of Quad
Positive: West of Zone CM	 left half of Quad
—Negative: West of Zone CM j right half of Quad
2THETA is normally zero, but should be
verified by checking the X sheet corners




NO.	 4jD0 TOPQ - PROGRAM .2
	 LEAD CARD SET UP
	
PAGE NO.4-0F A





I 5YMt10L1c--FORWAY I IDENTIFICATIONI	 NAME
I	 1	 1-10 0!	 XORI X (.01 inches) of pivot point.*
11-202	 F10.01 YORI Y (.01 inches) of pivot point.
*1:	 Pivot point is SW corner for east file and








JD8 TOPO - PROGRAM 2	 LEAD CARD SET UP	 PAGE NO. 5 OF-,6 —	 !







1 1-20 D20>10 SYL Scale factor, y-left.
2 121-40 D20 . 10 SYR Scale factor,	 -right.
3 i41-60 ID20.10 1 SXB IScale factor, x-bottom:







J08 TOPO - PROGRAM 2
	 LEAD CARD SET UP	 PAGE NO. 6 OF 6












1 1-10	 F10.0 XL X (.01 inches) of SW corner of map.
2 11-20 F10 . 0 XR X ( . 01 inches) of SE corner.
	 {
3 21-30	 FO.0 YB Y (.01 inches) of SW corner.










DECK SETUP FOR PROGRAM TOPO - PROGRAM 3
	





/ACCESS, SRTTAP, MT,,SORTED • DATA
 TAPE OUTPUT.
/ACCESS, CDk101-TT-*XXJ XXX, DD.
/ACCESS CD,%LSRT DD.
n




1J01 	 STADMARD JOB CARD
( Front of dock)
	
} x	 Number of records required for scratch file is determined by number of records
output to file 'CD;,IOLJT' from previous,PROCPAIM-2.
File ' CDMOUT` output from previous PROGRA2-1-2.
1 YL
1CAHU
't'Ul'c) - , I^ftcx.JtAM 3tf	 _ ____ EEAD CARD SET UP	 PACs~ NO 7_ OF -
slON3,t;.la 
	 _  PROGRAMMER	 - Forbes	 DACE `i/28/78	 ,
tr iFLD l L7u)	 sYMeoLic> uj.uni
t 0r-OLt ANI) 	 NAME IDENTIFICATION
1	 t 1- 5	 15	 NTREC Number of records on input File 1 01MOUT' .
2	 t
r




3 11-15	 5.5	 t	 LROW rLast row number.	 Y	 i
f 4 16-20	 I5	 '	 NTROWS Total rows (calculated in program 2).
i










'11iis input is determined from pr inted ou t put from Previous IN(CO; A.M-2,
A-15'
PROGRAM 4 - TOPODB
DECK SETUP FOR PROGRAM TOPO _• PROG= 4	 PAGE NO. -a..-OF--i-
(9ack of dock)
/EXEC,.TOPODB.
I /ACCESS, LNDATA, DD.2
/ACCESS, ASDATA, DD.2
/ACCESS SLDATA DD.2
( /ACCESS, ELDATA, DD.1
/CREA`L'E, LNDATA, 1080, NRECS/S. SLOPE LENGTH DATA,2
/CREATR, ASDATA, 1080, NRECS/S. ASPECT DATA,2
* (CREATE, SIDATA, 1080, NRECS/S. SLOPE DATA.2
^'s 	 /CREATE, ELDATA, 1080, NRECS/S. ELEVATION DATA.1
^ 	 /ACCESS, SRTTAP,, MT, L9.,=, OUTPUT FROM PGM-3.E
(/JOB, --• ;STANDARr JOB CARD.
i (Front of deck)
s
	
	 * Number of records output is determined by number of rows processed
(see Lead Cards).
1 Omit this file if S¢PT 2 (lead card #1)







NO.	 lj06 TOPO - PROGRAM 4	 LEAD CARD SET UP	 PAGE NO.-1--0E- 7













2 	^ 6-10 15TICOL Starting column number to process.
11
{
Stop column number.3 11-15 15 1 LCOL
16^4 F10.2 !CELL > Cell size in meters.
5	 1 ^n T1	 I T6PT Prnnsa aci no nv%4.4 nn
0 = Process all.
1 = Process elevation data only.
2 = Process sloe aspect and sloe
	 r





joe TWO PR03"LRAM 4	 LEAD CARD SET UP
	
PAGE NO, 2 OF 7





1 1- 5 15 IROW First row number for output file (input to
1
database).
2 6-10 15 LROW Ending row number for output.
1 3












JOB TOPO - PROGRAM 4	 LEAD CARD SET UP	 PAGE N0. 8 OF 7
	










F8 . 0 STEW Starting elevation level.	 I












COMMENTS Omit this card if IOPT (card 1) 2
A-20
	- 	 ^^^._	 w _u





J08 TOPO - PROGRAM 4	 LEAD CARD SET UP	 PAGE NO. 4 O i: 7

















JOB ToPO - 1'2t0GR^i 4 LEAD CARD SET UP	 PAGE No. 5 _oF	 ?









f	 1 1- 8 F8 . 0 XSSL (I) Starting slope level (1).
2 9-16 F8 . 0 XSSL (2)
i 	 3 ill-24 F8.0XSSL(3)
4 125-32 ,	 F8. 0 XSSL(4)
1	 5 33-140 F8.0 XSSL(5)
6 . 41-48 F8.0 I XSSL(6)
Starting slope level (2).
Starting slope level (3).
Starting slope le ve'1 (4) .
Starting slope level (3)1.
Starting slope level (6).
l 7 149-56 } Fc3.0 j XSSL (7)
may!	 ! ^8 r57-64	 F8 .0 XSSL (8) l
9 X65-72 f F8,0 { XSSL (9)




Starting s lope level (7).	 s
Starting slope level (8).
Starting slope level (9).
Starting slope level Q.0).
r ^.	 1














J08 To	 29WRAts 4	 LEAD CARD SET UP	 PAGE NO._ .-_OF,--_





F O R W AY SYMBOLIC
NAME IDENTIFICATION
1 1- 2 12 IASP (1) Aspect number code for undetermined.
2 f
1 
3- 4 2 IASP (2 ) Aspectp number code for NORTH.
3 5- 6
-
12 IASP(3) Aspect number code for NE.
4 7- 8 '127 IASP(4) Aspect number code for E.r	
5 9-10 I2 IASP(5) Aspect number code for'SE. y
^6 11-12 12 11ASP(6) Aspect number code for S.
	
7 1 13-14	 L?	 IASP(7) lAspect number code f,-)r SW.
i	 r
	8 115-16	 12	 TASP(8) Aspect number code for W.
(	 f





J08 TOPO - PR&i 4	 LEAD CARD SET UP	 PAGE NO. .7 OF .7
NAME TOPODB	
-	 PROGRAMMER J. Forbes	 DATE 5/28178
[FIELD CARD	 SYMBOLIC 
1 1. D. COLUMNSI fOkNA ^	 NAME
	 IDENTIFICATION
a
#	 1	 Y Blank.
—1---J
	
2	 it	 IPQ1	 1 = yes, 0 =--no . — -	 -	 - -	 - -









)( ^1	 ISL^P	 Print slope lengths for each cell.




























Program 1 - TOPREF
START
A





arranged 1 column Summary
data for
per record, with each record
written.


















































of records , first
raw, last row,
total rows from












^— Read disc file from
Disc Program 2.	 Pull
















































Read row data from
SRTTAP'
E sorted tape, 3 rows
Elevati
at a time.	 Compute
d ata.
slope, aspect and
k slope length for Slope
each cell from 8 data
surrounding cells ^-
Aspect
























1 01/04/70 47183000 VORTXI;








2	 T: T1,E A140A 1
	




	7	 DATA TFN,OFM/ICDI,IMAR,'-ITNI,FC131 , 0471,IUTV/
	
8	 nATA THLK/ l 	 '/
	
9	 1.000 Fn pMAT(216,3L5,9X3t6, 1 ..( 1 ,IS,' )..1,316)
	10	 1001 FORMAT(' FLAG
	 REC	 1 1 ,4X $ 71	 T4 1 0 131'Z1	 ?,2	 23',









	16	 WRITE ( S11001)
	
17	 MIN = 32000
	
18	 MAX s -9999
	
io	 KR = 0
	
20	 IA-(2) = 0
	
21	 IFU 2 0
	
22	 TAM s IFL
	23	 90 CONTINUE
	
24	 DO 95 1 s 1,15840
	25	 95 IN(T) = 0
	
26	 CALL VSRD ( IFN,15840,IN,L)
	
27	 IF ; 1, .GT. 0) Gn TO 98
	




30	 LC = IN(9)
	
31	 NWDS = L 
	
32	 KR = KR + 1
	
33	 TF(KR .EQ. 1) GO Tn 115
	
34	 K z 5
	
35	 an TO 120
	





40	 IF (IN(K)	 GO TO 90"
41DO 155 •L s 6,2005
	
42	 1S5 IA(L) = 0
	
43	 I = IN ( K+4)
	
44	 TAM = IAM + 1
	
45	 TAM = IN(K)
	
46	 TAM = TN(K+i)
	
47	 IA(S) = I
	












54	 TA(N) = IN(L)
	
ss	 IF C 'K(N).V?;m!X) MIX=11CN)
	




































































C-2	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY





60 165 CAIJ. vbWR(nPN,2005,IA,L) 3 00
61 IF(1,	 .F.O.	 •2)	 GO TO 165 3 61
62 K	 s	 K+(IN(K+2)/2;	 ...	 ... 3 62
63 IF(K .GT. N403) GO TO 90 3 63





66 90p CnNTINUP 1 66
67 WRITE(5,1006)	 HIN,'l14X 3 67
68 WRTTE(5,1005)	 "'	 '"' 3 68
69 CALL ViBr(nFN) 3 69
70 CALL VRErioru) 3 70
71 CALL	 V$RF.(I1'N)	 _	 _.___.__ _ 3 71
72 CALL V4PF(t lrN) 3 72
73 STnP 3 73
74 END	
_	
_	 a .._. 3 74
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	 FTN IV(G) 9148A1	 0924 HOURS
1 NAME TnPTwn 9 1
2 TITLF 914841 9 2
3 INTEGER OFN 9 3
4 nnURLE PRECISION Xn,YO,XE,YE,XORG,YORG,X1,Y 9 4
5 DnUBLF PRECISION YM,8Y,XMj6X,C0N,DBLI,DBL2 9 5
6 nnUBLE PRECISION XC,YC,XP-,YP,SXrSY,XPP,YPP 9 6
7 DOUBLE: PRFrTSTtON SYL,SYR,SXR,SXT,XOR,YOR,XCELL 9 7
8 I10UBLF.	 PRECISION DELTA, THETA, YC1 9 89 DIMENsIn" TPN(3),DF4(3),Y(2000),YA(2000),IA(2005),I8(7200) 9 9
10 EOIJIVALENCE (IFLAG#TA(1))o(TRPIAt2
-71 tLX,TA(3)) 9 10
11 X	 ,(LY,IA(4))r(N,IA(5)) 9 it
12 DATA CON/O.U17453292DO/ 9 12
13 DATA	 TFN,OFN/ I CD I , f MA I , f IN I , rCD r , l mn l l l UTl/ 9 13
14 1000 FORMAT O
	
nUTPUT UTM nRIGTN 0 ,2D1S.9/ 9 14
15 X	 UPPER RIGHT LIMITS 1 , 2015.9,/ 9 is
16 X	 nMAATC UTM ORIGIN 0 ,2DI5.9/) 9 16
17 1001
	 FORMATC6D12.2) 9 17
18 1002 FORMAT(I5,010.0) 9 18
19 1003 FnRMAT(/ f 	 RIJN COMPLETE - WRDTV , T3-, t- REC	 1DS l-/, ' 9 19
20 X'	 FTRST ROW =	 ',TS,'	 LAST ROW s	 ',TS/, 9 20
21 X1	 FIRST COLUMN s1,IS, 1
	LAST`COLUMN"•_ 1,I5/) 9 21
22 1005 FORMAT (/' 	FIRST X = ,I6, f 	
-TIRST ' -T*IR`/Y 9 22
23 1006 FnViAT(4I5,sr16.v 9 23





-- .__._,_	 _. 9 25
26 1010	 FORMAT(2D20.10,11) 9 26
27 1011	 FURMAT(2F10.0) 9 27
28 1012	 FORMAT [020 . 10)	 --	 -- -_	 __	 _.-.._	 ._. _ 	 _.__ 9 28
29 1013 FORMAT(4r!0.0) 9 29
30 1100 rORMAT(1X, I CAGCULATED TOTAL NUMBER OF ROM& OUTPUT •: % ,Sr/, 9 30
31 #	 1X. ' CALCTL 'ATED 1Wffn'R--nF -COLU1W3-D11TPU'1` s*;T3 .'; 9 31
32 *	 I W ROW TO START PROCESSING ' , IS,/, 9 32
33 #	 1X,IOUTPUT CELL SIZE	 1 ,F6.2, 0
	METERS 1 1 / 0 9 3334 *	 1 X, I COLUNN	 SIA-S ,- mQ;..2. pr^ --._.._ __ __._... _ . - _.-.... _ 9 34
35 *	 iX , ,ROM dIAS	 ^,r10.2, 1
	METLR8 0 ) 9 35
36 1102 FORMAT('
	
DELTA s	 (.,020.7,/, 9 36
37 ,	 TKTA- _ ` ^,D20:1_,T,_` - — - _	 _	 _ 4 37
38 *	 1	 QUAD FLAG	 I ,I1,/, 9 38
3Q *	 XORI	 F12.2,/, 9 '39
40 *	 YORI..	 _ _r	 l:?I-_.___. -_--_ — ---- _,_..__.. 9 40
41 1103 FORMATO	 SYL m	 #,D20.10r/, 9 41
42 4	 SYR s	 f,D20.10,/, 9 42.
43 #	 ,	 ISXFT =' ' - -*;^2A:Y.D; !;	 _^_—___ ,	 _ _	 - .9 43.
44 *	 SXT	 =	 ',1120.10,/, 9 44
45 4	 XL	 2	 ',W12.2,/, 9 45;6 *	 -	 XR	 s 4 rilrlfi^3 --9 46
47 YO	 n 	 ' 511.1r/r 9 47




_ --_._. ... _._.._, .9 49
50 CALL PAGES 9- s0
51 READ(,4,1001)XO,YO,XE,YE,XORG,YORG 9 51
S3 READ(4,1010) D9LUrTHITA,L^ 9 53











1	 ._	 —p— -919,
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60 WR T TF.(5,1000)- XO,Yn , XE,YE , XORG,YnRG 9 60
61 WRTTE ( 5,1100) NROW,NCO[„ ISTART , CEI,L,CB,RN 9 61
62 WRTTF(5,1102) DELTA,TNE'IX, WjXMM TORT
	
- 9 62
63 WRITF,(5,1101) M ,SYMOSIB BXTexLoxR•Yi,YT 9 63
64 C 9 64
65 LROW _ NPIW	
m
9 AS
66 KROW = 0 9 66
67 XCFIJ _: CELL 9 67
68 THETA a V' m- T O C JN 9 60
69 0E1,TA s faR:LT 000N 9 69
70 Ml • LH 9 70
71 X0 s Xn+DRLt	
_	 _ 9 71
72 XF : XE+nHLt 9 72
73 DRL1 s RR 9 73
74 YO a YO+DRLt 9 74
75 YE s YE+DRL1 9 75
76 ORL1 = XR 9 76
77 DRL2 c XL 9 77
7R YM =	 ( SYR-5YL)/(D8L1-D9L2) 9 7.9
79 BY = SYL -YMiDRL2 9 7b
R0 DBL1	 s YT	
__.	 _	 _ 9 80
R1 n8L2 n Y9 9 81
82 XM s (SXT-SXB)/(DBL1-DPE,2) 9 R2
83 9X	 z	 SXR-XM*DBL2	 _.	 t;	 _. _......	 _____ 9 R3
84 TCN = 0 9 94
85 IYL = 0 9 85A6 NRO B	 0	 r_. ,.. w .__-----	 -_	 _ . 9 86
87 TXC M 1 9 87'
88 A s 0.0 9 88
89 YCt ,x	 MOD	 ^.^..._.....__..___._._^	 _	 _,.. _..._	 , 9 99
90 IYP = 0 9 90
91 IYI,	 =	 1 9 91
92 NLIN ti'-	 65	 __,...	 ..	 .._	 -	 __	 ._.	 _._.. ,^ _..	 .. 9 92
93 DBL1
	
DSIN ( DELTA) 9 93'
94 DRb2 n DCOS(DSLTA) 9 94
95 _20D °CONTrWUE
	
_____._ _. __.	 _._ _ ._	 , ,^ r.__Y^_._ _	 _.. 9 95
96 CALL V$RD(IFM,20*'S,IA,IST) 9 96
97 TF ( IST	 .GT.	 0)	 Gn TO 205 9 97
99 20S CONTINUE 9 99
100 IF(LX .LT. 1) GO TO 200 9 100
lot ICa Z' TCN	 +'I'-' ..._ _ __	 ... ,._^ __	 ^	 __^ .,	 ._ . _	 _.. 9 tot
102 IF(ICN . LT. ISTART) GO TO 200 9 102
103 IF ( ICN .GT. ISTART) GO TO 220 9 103
104 xC s LX	 __.. ^^ ...	 _	 _	 _. 9 104
109 VC • LY 9 lag
106 WRITECS,4009) Lx,LY 9 106
"L'1t^Lt"PR-"irtt'	 ^	 ^_	 _ .m _.	 ^....^_	 .,. ___.._ . . _^. 9 107
too 220 CONTINUE 9 108
109 XP	 LX 9 109
—.,,
	 T	 _ --	 -	 _ .,	 _ _	 _—- 	 _._ .,.^. 9 YI 10
111 ION • XORI 9 111
112 Too	 YORK # 112
^_ _ --9 II3
114 YP	 YP-YOR 9 114
115 IF MG) 230,225,230 9 I1S
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119 GO TO 235 9 118
119	 C 9 119
120 230	 YPP t ( - XP*UBL1) -4 -TYF IVIDSC SUBLI770IM ; -M/030) 9 120
121 XPP s (XP*08L2)+(YP*DBL1) 9 121
122 235	 CONTINUE 9 122
123 SX 2 XR*YPP+HX	 ° !	 - 9 123
124 SY m YM*XPP+BY 9 124
12S X1 2 XPP*SX+XORG 4 125
126 IF	 (X1.LT.XO)
	
GO TO 200	 ""' 9 126
127 IF (X1.GT.X9) GO TO 280 9 127
128 YI-M = YPP*SY4YORG 9 128
129 YAM	 2 TA(S)	 .....,	 __... _.	 ._ 9 129
130 N1 v 7 9 130
131 DO 240 1 s 2.N 9 131
132 Y (I) n Y(T•'1)48Y	 _ 	 .._Y __	 _^	 __-_ 9 132
133 YAM = IA(N1) 9 133
134 Ni n N1 ♦ 1 9 134




136 IVL s IVLtl	 M 9 136
137 J s 0 9 137
138 00-252 I' s
 TVN.._	 _..:^	 _	 ,^^ -. 9 138
139 IF ( T(I)	 .LT. YO) GO TO 252 9 139
140 TF(Y(I)GT. TIC) GO TO 259 9140
141 J	 *	 J- i	 I . _._-_	 _	 _ __- -	 _..^._	 ._ 9 141
142 Y(j)	 z Y(I)	 „- 9 142
143 YAM = YA(T) 9 143
144 252 CONTIRUB
	
_ _	 .__.. __ - . 9 144
145 25S CONTINUE 9 145
146 IX s (X1 •XO)/CELL t f• 9 146
147 IF ( IX. LEA ` G(1-TO-'	 _^_	 _ _._..	 _ _ 9 147
148 IF ( IX.GT.NCOL) GO TO 110 9 1.4.8
149 IF ( NLIN . LT. 55) GO TO 261 9 149
150 CALL--PATi15l-...__	 ; ..^._.	 .-._—^ ._ __.._..	 __	 9 ISO
151• WRITE(S,1007) 9 151
151 NLIN • 0 9 152
1S4 XX = Xi 9 154
1SS Yl1 = Y M 9 155
l51---- -	 -.... 	
-- ---	
a_ .__ .9 156
157 YJl •	 (J) 9 157
1S• YJ2 • TAM 9 198
-15i► _ _ _	 _ 9 159
160 WRITE ( 5,1006)	 IR,IVL,ZX , J.,XX,YII#Y12#YJ1 , TJ2 9 160
161 IF(IVL	 . EQ.	 1)	 ICOL s	 IX 9 161
27II
 9 162
169 IT • LY(I) 0 10)/XC9410 9 163
164 II(TY •LE. 0) . 60-10 370 9 164
1.163'"_ , _... 
- '9 M
166 IF ( IYL .EQ.	 1) IROW s IT 9 1*66
167 IF ( IYL.E0.1	 .OR. IYL,90.2) 60 TO 262 9 167161_ .a
liptKy	 o	 =f`u low .._	 -	 `! i 68
169 202_ lONTINox 9 169
170 8-A ♦ A53	 ACTI? ♦ •1 ! 170
11' 171
172 IXP s IX 9 172
173 YYP s IT 9 173
•	
'-9-174
175	 =O 210	 9 175
OR GN,AL, PAGit, IS
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176 26S 	 YCS = YC1 9 176177 TF (IYP.GT.KROW) KROWsIYP 9 177176 IB(TXCt2)
	 =	 A/YCS	 _ _ :_.	 __	 _ __	 _ 9 178179 IR ( IXCtl)	 = IYP 9 179IRO IB(IXC)	 = TXP 9 180




= 0.n no 9 182183 TXC = IXC ♦ 3 9 183184 IF(IXC :LE. 7200) GO TO 262 9 184185 CALL VSWR(OFN,7200,IR,TST) 9 185186 IXC = 1 9 186187 _IF ( IST .EQ. -4) GO TO 290 9 187is8 NRO = NRO t 1 9 188189 an TO 262 9 189190 270 CO NTINUE
	 -'_
	
° ' 9 190191 IYL s 2 9 191192 C 9 191193 IF ( IYP.MLROW) Gff TO` 9 193194 NXTP = IYP 9 194195 DO 275 K = NXTP,LROW 9 195196 IB(IXC)
	
s UP	 _.	 __.._^.^ ._.__.	 _...	 - 9 196197 IB ( IXC+I) = K 9 197198- I8 (IXC42) x 0 9!196199 TXC = TXCt3	 _	 _	 --.^_ . __	 _. 91 199200 IF	 (IXC.LE.7200) GO TO 275 9 200201 CALL VSWR ( OFN,7200,IR , I8T)" 9'201202 IXC s 1 9 202203 IF ( IST.EA.-4) GO TO 280 9 203204 NRO = NROtl 9 204205 273	 CONTTNIIF
	
—_ _., .	 _.^._	
_.. ^__..
	 __	 _ Ir 205206 GO TO 200 9 206207 280 CONTINUE 9'207208' IF ( TX.GT:NCOL) - 'IX 9-rye t._
202	 VOLL s LX	
! 208
9 209210	 IF(IXC .EO.	 1) GO T0.290
	 9 210211	 TM 293	 r -c -IXC, 7?OA .:^^_. _	 __w^.	 ^_._. _..- -----_ ...	
'9 211212	 285 IBM = 0	 9 212213	 CALL VSWR(1jFN,7200 ,IB, IST)	 9'213214	 -- . lfW "1.-wren,	 ►
 1	 _..  	 q' 214
215	 190 CONTINUE''
	 9 215216	 CALL V89!'(OPN) 9216217	 -	 IiATTE t 9 : i gQ3T ` NRII.
	 ,	 ,	 T LL'O L	 _ ^__	 9 317
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1 NAME TnPSRT l 1
2 TTTf,E C14SA1 2 2
3 INTFGF.R ODAT,OFN,OST 2 34 DIMENSION I DAT( 7 200) , ODAT (7TOOTi WWC'n # Dr 	 2T' 2 4S DIMENSION AR(1080),IFAR(3) 2 S6 DATA	 IFN ,OFN/'CD', I MO','UT'•'CD', I MS','RT $ / 2 6
7 DATA	 TEAR /'







R 1000 FORMAT ( 5T5) 2 9
9 1001 FORMAT (/'
	I0.	 RODS.	 f]N 0/P DISC FILE ' , IS/) 2 9
10 1002 FORMAT(20X,I6) 2 10
11 1003 FORMAT(/'	 N0. RCDS. ON DIP TAPE FIL9 1 ,15/) 2 11
12 1004 FORMAT('1	 EXIT - SEARCHING FOR ROWYALUR ' , I4,' ON INPUT RECORD 2 12
13 *',T4,1	 N	 s	 Ills,/)	 _ -....	 .._8_-. 	 _.	 _.	 ... 2 13
14 1100 FORMAT( 1 0	 911MHER OF RECORDS OUTPUT, IN ERROR.	 NO TAPE OUT.') 2 14
15 1006 FORMAT( 1 1	 INPUT PARAMFTERS -',/, 2 15
16 *	 i	 NRIC's	 V,11.5,10
	
-- 2 16
17 t	 '	 FIRST ROW
	 ',IS,/, 2 17
18 *	 '	 LAFT ROW	 ',IS,/, 2 1ti	 19 s	 '	 OF TOT7IL RIIWS r;T'S; T, ° -_ _. _ __. ___ _ __ 2 19
20 *	 '	 NCOLS
	 11I50/) 2 20
21 1007 FORMATCIOX,'MOD 10 ROWS WRITTEN TO 'SRTTAP -') 2 2122 1008 raRMAT( ' O	 NORM AL - TXT4: PA	 tip 	CRT1iTiTOR-RDii YALUE" ( I r4,') 2 22
23 s ON INPUT RECORD 0 ,I4r/) 2 23
24 1009 FORMAT('	 WRITE CDMSRT R9C1# 14 # '_	 LAAT INPUT stow • ^,I4) 2 24
25 G	 ____ ___ __..__ 2 25
26 CAbL CSINIT 2 26
27 READ (4,1000) NREC,IROW,LROW,NTRDWS,NCOL 2 27
28 WRITEC5,1006) NRKC;TR13V #	,_	 •	 G _._^__..__..	 ._ 2 28
29 TSKP s (NTROWS-LROW)43 2 29
30 NRO a 0 2 30
31 roUTT s -0	 --	 -	 _^ _	 _.. 2 31
32 NPnW c LROW-TROWt1 2 32
2. 3 NSK = NROW * 3 2 3.3
34 KK s LROM t..1
	
_ — _.	 _.._
	 ^__ __.._ _ _ _. 2 -34
35 W s 1 2 35
36 C 2 36
37 C	 _ _ .__ _._.-. _-^	 --	 ^__._ ^_^_._ . 2' 37
38 DO 300 K = TROW,LROW 2 38
39 K = K 2 39
40 _. _	 1CK n "	 i - 1 _	 .--- --- __ _"_.—__.	 ^._ 	 _	 _. _ 2- 40
41 N s (NROw+IROW-K)03
	 1 2 0
42 IF(N .GT. 7200) GO TO. 25 2 42
43 ___ IvRFD e 0
44 CALL VSFC(IFN,0,1) 2 44
45 CALL V$RD(IFN,7200,IDAT,IST) 2 45
46 __ .liRAO` i "RV t l
	
__e_	 _^_
47 IF(IDAT(N)	 .NE. KK) CO TO 47
48 70 CONTINUE 2 48
50 ODAT(Mtl)
	 = TDAT(N) 2 SO
51 ODAT ( Mt2)	 = IDA T( Nt l) 2 51
-S?
_T1 92
53 IF ( N .LT. 7200) GO TD 90 2' 53
54 10 CALL V8WR(OrN,7100,PDAT,O&T) 2 54
S6 IF(OST .EQ. -2) GO TO 80 2 56
57 NRO = NRO ♦ 1 2 57
ifRl!'Cf3ilOQ9T " .WRtf n
S9 IF (IOUIT99001) GO TO 350 2 so
,
C-$
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t
J.
110 3'_ . -Wjj1 '1CT5 - l007T t,.._ 2 110
111 CALL V8!'C(OFN,0,1) - 2 111
l	 112 NAT s 0 2 112
113 ___._	 TC 2 113
114 400 CONTINUE 2 114
its CALL V$RO(ORN,7200;O0AT,O8T) 2 its
116 _-a rtL1ST._EO-. 2 116
1	 117 DO 500 1 • 1,720002 2 117
60 M = 1
61 nO 85 1 = 1.7200




	 GO TO 91
66 IF (N.GT.7202) GO TO 9S
67 N	 = 14-3
68 91 CONTINUE
69 IF ( IDAT ( N)	 ,F.O. KW) GO TO 70
70 93 CONTINUE
71 LL = N . 30
72 IF(Lr,	 .LT„	 2)	 LL c 2
73 LU = N + 30
74 IF(LU	 .G"T. 7199)	 L11 s 7199
75 nn 92 1 s LL,LU,3'
76 IF(IDAT ( I)	 .NE. KK) GO TO 92
77 IDIF	 =	 I-N	 _ _ ..._....._...
78 NSK _. NSKtTnTF
79 N = I
80 GO TO 70
at 92 CONTINUE
82 IMU . Ea. 7199) GO TO 94
83 IF ( KK.NE . IROW) G17 OFD 967
84 WRITE{5,1008)	 KK,NRRO
85 97 IAUTT = 1
86 IF	 (M-1)'350,350,80"
87 96 CONTINUE
88 IF (NRRD.EO.NRCC) GO TO 295
89 WRITETS , 14041 -KKK' NRRD,-V	 _ _. _ 	 ------
90 Gn TO 97
91 C
92 94 CONTINUE
93 N s 7202
94 95 CONTINUE
95 NRRD = NR'RD +'f
96 IF ( NRRD . GT. NREC) Gn TO 295
97 N = N-7200
98 CALL ViRD(I1rN;72 "00^TIIR'1'^_T1TT 	 ---





I	 104 WRITE(5,1-0011 "0
105 NRMS 8 NREC-5
106 TR (NRO.G9.NRM5) GO TO 175
107 -- - N7TE CS;TTIIO)
	
A	 ^_.:^	 _








































-	 -	 2 98
2 99
2 100
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110 IC = TC + 1
11 0 IF ( IC .GT.	 1)	 GO TO 410
120 403 CONTINUE
121 TY z ODAT(I+1)
122 TF(IY .FO, 0) GO TO 500
123 405 CONTINUE
124 TX = ODAT(T)
125 SUM a (1,
126 XN = 0.
127 430 C (1NTINUF
128 IF(ODAT(I+1)	 .EQ. 0)	 GO TO 500
129 TF(TY .NE. ODAT(T+1))	 GO TO 4SO
130 IF ( TX	 .NE.	 r)PA'T(I))
	
G(l TO 420
131 XN = XN+1.0
132 SUM = .SUM + nnAT(2+2)
133 GO TO 500
134 420 CONTINUE
135 AR (IX+1) = SUMM
136 GO TO 405
137 450 CONTINUE
138 AR(IX+I) : SUM/XN
130 ARM s IY	 1`
140 MO i MOD(IY,30)
141 IF (F►O.Bn.01 WRTTE(9,1042') TY
142 CALL VSWR(TFAR,2160,AR,TST)
143 NRT = NRT + 1
144 DO 480 J s 1,NCOt,




_.	 .GO TO 403
f 	14 8 500 CONTINUE
f	 149 TC = 1{	 150 GO TO 400
151 600 CONTINUE
152 AR(IX+1) w SUM/XN
153 AR (1)
	 -'	 IT	 _..	 _	 _...
154 wRITE(5,1002)
	 IY
155 CALL VSWR ( IFAR , 2160,AR,IST)
136 NRT	 =	 NAT
	
+_ -I-	 _	 .	 _._. .	 _ .. ,.	 _.._ .
137 WRITE10 ,1003) NRT
1S• CALL VarctrAR)
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1 NAME TOPnn g 7 1
2 TXT1 , F 'D14RA1 7 2
3 INTEGFR F.FN, SFN, AFN 7 3
4 DIMENS':ON AR ( 1080) , IxELV(10Y0) , TxsLP ( 10@0),IXASP(IONO) 7 4
5 DIMENSION E6EC(1000 , 3),AP(B),DIE'!'t6) , DI&Tt9),ICN(20),IASP(9) 7 5
6 DIMENSTnN P4RM(2),ELE( ,23,SL0(2),ASP ( 2),IE'NI.3),ErN f 3),3EN(3) , ArN m 7 6
7 DIMENSTON XiSL(20), XP81,00) XSEL ( 254),XEELf2S4) 7 7
R DIMFNSTON TXLFN(10@0),1,FN(3),SLEN(2) 7 R
9 nTMENSInN FLF(254) 7 9
10 DATA 91,F/254#0.0/ 7 10
It DATA LFN/'LNj, f DA''TA'/ 7 it
12 PATA SLEN / f S,LE' # l N9TH'/ 7 12
13 nATA	 FLE,SLO , ASP/'F.LM V ','.' , fSLOP' , fE','ASPE'.'CT'/ 7 13
14 DATA	 TFN,FF4,SFN,AFN/'SR', ' TT','4P', ' EL','DA', ' TA','SG','DA','TA' 7 t4
15 X	 , l AS f , l DA l , f TA l / 7 15
16 510 FORMAT ( 1H ,2A4,'	 DATA	 COLUNN6' , I5,f TO ' , IS) 7 16
17 Sll FORMAT('	 ( DIVIDED BY	 10) 1 ) 7 17
18 S30 FORMAT ( IXI4 , IX120AI) 7 18
19 531 FnRHAT xt1XT4,iX120T17 7 19
20 540 FORMAT(I5,1X,30I4) 7 20
e 21 1001 FORMAT(3I5,F10.2,4X,T1) 7 21
22 1002 FORMAT (3I5) 7 22
23 1003 FOp mATt10F6.0 7 23
24 1004 FORMAT(10I2) 7 24
1.5 1100 FORM4T(' 1 i4PUT COLUMNS Tn PR'OCES 'S s ' ,?I7, t, 7 25
`r 26 *	 '	 INPUT STARTING ROW =	 1 1I51/, 7 26
27 #	 '	 CELL	 SIZE x	 ' , F8.2,/, 7 27
28 '	 PROCESSING OPTTOW s '*;Tt,r/, 7 26
29r I	 NUMBER OF ROWS OUTPUT n ',IS,'	 FROM	 1 ,I5,'	 TO 0 0I5140 7 29
30 *	 15,'	 COLUMNS OUTPUT NUMBERED FROM
	 ' , IS,'	 TO 1 , i5,/) 7 30
31 1199 FORMATE # ftrT,BVATTON LF.'VLPT , S COMPUTED' 1V tNCR"ENT3 OF ',F6.1, 7 31
32 #	 '	 FRnM	 1 ,F8.1,'	 TO	 1 ,FR.1,/, 7 32
33 #	 '	 6EVF.[.' , 16X,'ST.	 ELV. 1 ,15X,'END	 ELV.',/) 7 33
34 1200 FORMA"1'(' NUMBER OF QUANTUM LEVELS
-"FOR - SLOPl: f ,I3 o f f 7 34
j 35 s	 8X,'LEVE1,',17X,'ST.5L.',1SX,'END SL. # ,/) 7 35
36 1201 FORMAT(SX,I3,5X,A1,2X,2(12X,F10.1)) 7 36
37 1202 - FnRMAT ( T6,2Xp2fl2X - F-1 10 1j)'	 _..	 ^_.	 ..	 .__ 7 37
38 1400 FORMAT(1X,'4SPECT OUTPUT
	 ( CLOCKWISE FROM NORTH)	 ',914) 7 38
39 1500 FORMAT('	 PRINT OPT.	 =',T2,'	 SLOPF LENGTH PRINT OPT.
	 : ',I2,/, 7 39
40 x	 '	 0 - NO,	 1 .--y3') 7 40
41 2001 E'ORMAT('	 •4 ERROR
	 •# SLOPE. s ',F12.1,'
	
IX s',i6,'	 IY w,ii) 7 41
42 2002 FORMAT('	 *0 ERROR- •# ELEV.
	 s ',F12.1,'
	
IX x',Ii,'	 IY a l ,Ii) 7 42
43 2003- -rORMAT(' 1
	 "* ELEYATIIIIP DTSTRIBTI'!'TTJIQ s'ti ;'^1,	 __ 7 43
44 #	 '	 LEVEL	 TOTAI, CELLS') 7 44




47 C 7 47
fh 0 C CARD INPUT 7 '48
49 C _	 __ _..	 _	 _^^._...__.	 _ _	 - ._	 -	 - 7 49
so C CARD 1 7 50
S1 C COLS 1 - 5	 (I5)	 RnW NUMBER ON INPUT FILE TO START 7 51
S2
_ C
__	 _ .___ ._	 ^_---__ PRIICE3SING
-.-`"DKIrAUL"F : 3	
__.	 ::	 __ _ - -__ .
7 52
_53 C Cola 6-10	 -	 STARTING COLUMN NUMBER TO PROCESS ON 7 53
54 C INPUT FILE. T 54
53 11 C CODS tt-12	 jNM OR IN
56 C COLS 16-25	 M 0.21 CELL SIZE. 7 56
57 C COL 30	 (I1)	 PROCESSING OPTION - 7 57
-se - - __.^.^..
59 C 1 s ELEVATION DATA ONLY 7 59
Or, Poor, AGE 1,33
F C-11	 ^ t.
•
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60 C 2 s SLnPE, ASPECT, S[o.LENGTH ONLY
61 C
62 C CARD 2
63 C CnLS 1-s	 (IS) STARTING ROW NUMBER FOR OUTPUT.
64 C COGS 6-10
	
(IS) ENDING ROM NUMBER POR OUTPUT.
65 C CnLs 11-is	 its) COLUMN BIAS FOR SITYFTtNG OUTPUT.
66 C
67 C CARD 3 - (COMPUTES A MAX OF 254 LFVELS)
68 C
69 C COLS 1-8
	 (F'!.0) STARTING ELEVATION LEVEL
70 C COLS 9-16-'
	
(F8.0) ENDING ELEVATION LEVEL
71 C COLS 17-24	 (FR.0) tGEV. LEVEL INCREMKNT
72 C
73 C CARD 4
74 C CnLS 1-5	 (Ts! NUMBER or SLOPE LEYELS, INPUT TO POLLow.
75 C MAX 20
76 C
77 C CARDS, 5 -	 (6)
78 C COLS	 1-8	 (FS.0) START SLOPE LEVEL (1)
79 C CnLS 9-16	 (F8.0) START SLOPE LEVEL (2)
80 C COLS 17-24	 LF8.D7 "v °START SLOPE L7 M 131
81 C COLS 2S-32	 (F8.0) START SLOPELEVEL (4)
A2 C COLS 33-40	 (F3.0) START SLOPE LEVEL (S)
R3 C CnLS 41-48	 (FB;II7 'START' SLOPE - LEVEL MI
84 C COLS 49-556	 (FG.0) START SLOPE LEVEL (7)
AS C COLS 57-64	 (F8.0) START SLOPE LEVEL (8)
86 C COLS 63-72 	MR; OT START SL (1PV VZV9VTl7
97 C! COLS 73-80	 E8,0) START SLOPE LEVEL (10)
88 C INPUT 1 OR 2 CARDS DEPENDING ON CARD 4.
89 C (10 PERZARD7
90 C-
91 C CARQ 7	 ASPECT OUTPUT PARAMETERS
92 C COL6'-1-7	 1I?7.--"_- NUMBER"	 MD'
93 C CnLS I -4	 (I2) NUMFIER CODE FOR NORTH
94' C COLS S-6	 (I2) NUMBER CODE FOR N`
95 C COLS 749	 'CT2T-- _" mum VR CODE-F1J _V_
96 C COLS 9-10	 (I2) NUMBER CODE FOR SE
97 C COLS	 11-12	 (I2) NUMBER CO-:E FOR 8
98 C COGS	 1#14' _TI?I-.. -.____= CODS FOR
99 C CQLS 15-16	 (I2) NUMBER COOS FOR N
100 C COLS 17 -18	 (I2) NUMBER COD` ►OR NM
101 C
102 C CARD 6 - PRINT OPTIONS
103 C 0 s NO	 1 z YES
104 C 'COL 2	 PRIn' LGEVATTON, SLOPE-	 NAPS






1111 READ ( 4,1002) IROM,LROW,ICSIAS
11;2 IF (IOPT . E0.2) GO to S
`	 II3 -lRElifiC ; t003r?-3TEL .
T
r	 -	 --_- —	
_
6 114 IF ( InPT . E0.1) GO TO 10
its S READ(4,1002) NSL
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Its 10 RPAD(4,tOO4)	 TPO,lSbnP 7 118
119 IF (TnPT,90,2) GO Tn 39 7 119
120 FNDELV 9 KN09LV+CWCP`-le - 7 120
.21 20 091, c ((FNDCL'V-STCLV)/VNCR)+2 * 7 121
122 IF (NEI,AE,M) 60 TO 30
. 7 122123 FNCR = FMCR+10, 7 173
124 an TO 20 7 124
12S 3n YSFL(t)	 = 0. 7 125
126 XFFI,(I) x MTELV 7 t26
177 XSFL(2) x STELV 7 27
128 XFFI,(7) a XRFL(I) + FMCR 7 126
t29 no 35	 1	 3,NRL 7 09
130 XSFL(T) 2 XSFLCI-I)+FNCR 7 130
131 XFFLCT) = XPFL(T-I)+FNCP 7 131
132 35 CONTINUE 7 132
133 XFEL(NFL) w 99999 0 7 133
134 IF	 (t'nPT.EQ,I) GO Tn 42 7 134






137 XESUCT)	 XSSL(1+1) 7 13713fl 40 CO"TTRUE 7 138
134 XESL(Nb+l) a 99999, 7 139
140 C 7 140
141 42 COMMISF 7 141
142' NROW = t,RIIW-TRnW+t 7 142
10 N"Ot, z LrOL-TCOb+t 7 143
144 TF,	 (T8R,EQe0) ISR8t 7 144
14S NR 8 NROW+TSR-t 7 145
146 TC a TCOL + ICSTAS 7 146
147 LC = LCOL + TCRTAS 7 147
148 WRITFCS,ttOO)
	 TcnL,LC nL,TSR,CELL,ZnPT,NROW - oIRDV,16ROW,NCnL,TC,LC 7 14P
149 IF	 CIOPT.EQ.2) Gn TO	 ISO 7 149
150 WRTTEC5,1M) ENCR,STCLV,XSCLINtt)'*-----*------", 7 150
151 Tlr	 (NEI,,LE,26)	 GO TO	 146 7 151
1S2 DO t40 I x I,NEL 7 152153 WRTTEC5,I?D7) T,XSFLC'T!F,-XM'ZTI' 7 M
154 140 cnNTTNIIE 7 1S4
155 GO TO 150 7 155
156 t46 00 147 1 a t,WEL* 156157 IL V LSL(1+192 * 9) 7 137
ISO WRITEC5,1201)
	 I,lL,XSCk( j ) * x9rb(l) 7 158
159 147 CONTIM
-7 159
160 C 7 160
161 150 CONTINUE 7 161
162 rr-, (TOPT.EG.I) GO' TIT t#Ov - 7 162
163 WRIM5,1200) RSL 7 163
1.64 ML a NSL 7 164
t6s DO	 170- T'-w-j,-Mt
-7 t gs
166 TL*=	 I.SL(r+192,B) 7 166
167 WRITF(5,120t)	 IrlLvXSSL(I),XESL(l) 7 167
168 M CORTME
169 WRITE(5,1400)	 IA3P 7 169
170 1705 WRITE(S,1500) lPO,ISLO'P 7 170
171- --plig oll X "t I ^.j ,
172. Lo x 1 7 172
173 ISTP a 0 7 173
174 K"R -lr--'o T 174
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176 43 = 0 7 176
177 NCI, = NCnL + 1 7 177
178 n0 171
	 I a t,1080 7 178
179 IXELV(I) s 0 7 179
19n IXSLP(I) s 0 7 180
181 IXASP(T) s A 7 181
142 IXIsEN(I)	 s 0 7 142
183 171	 C 13NTINIIE 7 163
184 C 7 164
INS C **•	 COMPUTE. nIST BASED ON CELL $129 t INS
186 DO 50 I a 1,8 7 166
107 nIST ( I)	 s C6'1,L 7 187
198 TF(MnD(I,2)	 .CO.	 0)	 DIST(I) a t.4142144CCL16 7 IN8
189 50 CnNT ' TNIIR 7 189
190 IXF.LV(2) s IC 7 190
191 IXSLP(2) s IC 7 191.
192 IXASP M a IC 1 192
193 IXLEN(2) z tC 7 193
194 IXFLV(3) = 6C 7 194
195 1.XSUP(3)	 =-LC 7 195
196 TXASP(3) n LC 7 196
197 IXLEN(3) n LC 7 197
r 198 C 7 198
199 C ***	 READ INPUT FILE TNTO ROTI<TMIrs t1(1MP • 7 199
200 C ***	 RFPF:AT FIRST ANn LAXT RECORDS 7 200
201 C 7 201
202 100 CONTINUE 7 202
203 iF(M	 .EO.	 1) GO TO 11 0 7 203
204 KTR a KTR+1 7 '.204
20S IF	 C K TR.GT. q1T)	 GO Trr-X'03	 _	 _	 _. __ _....... _ - 7 205
206 CALL V$;n ( IFM,2160,AR,IlT) 7'206
207 IF ( KTR.LT.ISR) GO TO 100 7 207
208 IF(IST .GT. "-0) GIT WT-10
	
_.. _. _ _.
	
_ _ . 7 208
209 IST s • IST 7 209
210 GO TO(110,110,105,105,110,400),IST 7 210
211 iOS CnNTINUI	 -	 __	 _----	 - _.. ^_ 	 ^.__ _	 _.. 7 211
212 ISTP = 1 7 212
213 L0 = 3 7 '213
214. ,....	 .. ^__..	 ,.	 , _ ..	 ,...lit► CONTINUE 7 214
215 LY a AR(1) + 1 7 218
216: M a M+ 1 7 216
217 W3 = N3	 +	 1	
_-._.	 ^._	 ._	 _	 ..
-7 217
218 IF(N3	 .GT.	 3)	 N3 =	 1 7 218
G 219 N2 = N3 - 1 7 219	 a
220 IF(N2	 .EQ.	 0) N2 a 3	 _. 7 220	 i
221 N1 N N2 • 1 7 221	 a
222 IF(Ni	 Co.. 	 0)	 Ni s 3 7-222
223 7P' ( IS`TP	 .Ea. IT GO '!"d-1?S	 __ _ _ w_...^—._.. 	 _ _ 7 '223
224 D[! 120 I =	 LCOL 7 224	 d
225 ELEC ( I,N3)	 s AR(I+1) 7 225
226 t 20 CONTINUE	 _ ;._., _ _.. _ _.___.._	 _..^	 _ 7-226
227 GO TO 145 7 227
228 125 CONTINUE 7 228
229 DO - 13-0 -7 =•-Vo-GCpI,-	 - -- - -____^	 ___ -	 _ -7-229
230 ELFC ( I,N3) = ELEC(I,N2) 7 230
231 130 CONTINUE_ 7 231
232 1`41-ti3mNU>r	 _..,,._. ..	 __. _.._ . _,._	 ___ .^. _ ^_	 __	 w . .,..T -232
233 Ilr cM .LZ. 3) 00 TO 100 7 233•
ORIGRIVAL PAGE F
k or po'o	 L'li i xd
C-14








234 -C 7 234
v
235 N z 4 7 238
236 C	 * **'	 EXTRACT DATA ,FOR .SLOPE: COMPUTAMP 7 236
237 DO 300 I = ICOLCOL,G 7 237
238 K z I
	 1 7 438239 IF (K.LT.ICOL) K*ICOL 7 239
740 G z T+ 1 7 240
241 TF ( L .GT. LCOL) L z LCOL 7 141
242 XXEL s ELEC ( I,N2) 7 242
243 IF ( In0T.E0 , l) GO TO 236 7 243	 4
244 AP ( 8) n ELEC (K,NI) 7 244
245 AP ( 1) s ELFC ( T,N1) 7 245
246 AP ( 2)	 z ELRC ( L,N1) 7 246
247 AP(7)	 = £LE.C(K,N2) 7 247
249 AP(3) z ELECM,N2) 7 248
249 AP ( 6) s ELEC(K,N3) 7 249
250 AP(5)	 z ELEC ( I,N3) 7 250
2S1 AP ( 4) z ELEC(L,N3)
	 " """-'- 7 2S1
252 XMAX z 0. 7 252
253 Jj = 0 7 253
254 00	 160 J s	 I's	 -_. Y .	 ..__ _ 7 254
25S DIFF (J) s ASSCXXCL-AP (J)) 7 255
256 XQIFF a OTFfr (J)/f)I8?(J) 7 256
257 TF ( XTYTFF' . LT. XXXXT
	 TO 161r ° '—"° __,__..	 A- 7 257
258 XMAX z XDIF r 7 258
259 JJ = J 7 259
260 160 CONTINUE	 "-	 "" '_	 "` 7 260
261 IF (JJ.NE.0) GO TO 160 7 261
262 SLLEN z 0.0 7 262
263 -Gn	 TO	 19-3	 _..._.______..,	 .___^_... _	 ..___ 7 263
264 180 W-EN s SORT( ( DISTWJ)*OIST ( JJ)) + (niFF(jJ) *DIFF ( JJ))) 7 264
265 190 SLOPE_ z 30.18*XMAX 7 265
266 IF(XMAX	 -"	 "0`, ) JJ =_ ^_.__.__	 ---_ ..- _..,^	 _..	 _ . 7 266
267 00 210 K s 1,118E 7 267
268 KK • K 7 168
269
  S'G1?P	 2W- __ _. _	 7 269 
270 210 CONTINUE 7 270
271 WRITE. ( 5, 2001)	 SLOPk: '
 I , IY 7 271
272 220 CONT'fg=--_. _	 -_ _-_^____	 --.	 _____^. ^__. .7 272
273 IXGL;(N) n KK 7 273
274 IXAS (N) n IASP(JJ+1) 7 274
'
275 'MM IT)
	 'K - SMLlflI0.-110;3
	
_.__ r......
	 .._. _,., _ .--- -- . -_ __ _	
7 275
276 IF (IXLEN ( N).GT.255)
	
IXLE)1(N)s1S5 7 276
277 IF ( InPT.EO . 2.) Gn TO 290 7 277
270 C	 -., - 	 _	 ...__ 	 _ .....	 ..._ __.	 7 278
279 C DO EL^;VATIONB 7 279
280 230 CONTINUE 7,280
281	 . ---- __VO-76C"K . = _ r ^	 _ .	 ^_	 _ ... _	 7 281
282 MM s K 7 282
283 IF(XXEL . GE.XSEL (K)AND. XXEL.LT . X99L(K)) GO TO 170 7 283
x 294 __ .._ .__.	 ^.,_	 - - -	 'T 284
295 MRTTE ( 5,2002) XXEL , I,IV 7 285
i	 286 270 CONTINUE	 - 7 286
217 - ^-- _	 _, _ _. ...--7'287
4 288 ELF(MN) z ELF(MM)+1. 7 288
289 290 N s N+i 7 289
'	 290 . _ `3-QO- - -	 .w^^ ---_	 __ ... , ^^_- .COR'1'I11O^' _., T 1 90
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292 TF (MRnW.GT,hRQW) Gn Tn 600 7 292
293 ixFLV(i)
	
s ipnW 7 243.
294 ._	 _....._TXSLP(1) a MROW 7 294
295 IXASP M s "ROW 7 X95
296 IXLEN(I) s NROW 7 396
797 TF (T0PT.F0.2) GO Tb 326-- 7 297
298 CAM# VSWR(F.FN,1080,TXEbV,I5T) 7 298
299 MIST .E0. -4) GO Tn 350 7 299
300 IF (InPT.EG .I) GO TO 336 7 300
301 320 CALL V S WR(StrN,1 000,IXSLP,iST) 7 301
302 CALL VSWR(ArN,1080,TXASP,ii?) 7 302
303 CALL VSWR(LFNoI O RO,IXLFN.IST) ­ 7 303
304 330 M = 2 7 304
305 Ln = 2 7 305
306 IMSTP ,FQ. 0) CaO TO 100 7 306
307 GO TO 400 7 307
308 350 CONTINUE 7 308
309 IF (IOPT.EO.2) CO Tn 360 7 309
310 CALL VSSR(RFN,i,l) 7 310
311 IF (TnPT,E0.1) GO Tn 400 7 311
312 360 CALL VSSR(SFN,1,1)
	 -	 'T	 "' 7 312
313 CALL VSSR(AFN,1.1) 7 313
314 CAL(	 V65R(LFN,1,1) 7 314
315 400 CONTTNIIE	 " ' ..	 '-	 . _ _.'..'	 ___°''_ 7 315
i	 316 IF (IOPT.E0.2) GO TO 405 7 316
317 CALL VSEF ( EF'N) 7 317
ate ^^_ ___	
__
IF (IOPT.E0,13 GO' TO 410'' 7 318
319 405 CALL V$ICF(SrN) 7 319
I	 320 CALL V56F(ArN) 7 320
321 CALL	 VBE:FTL;FN)	 _ ...	 .__ ....__	 _ .	 - 7 321
322 C 7 322
323 C s#*	 PRINT	 nCTA	 #*####################•#######t##i####f######i 7 323
324 C _	 _ _	 _^_., . _	 _ ._.	 __ _ 7 324
325 410 CONTINUE 7 325
326 If ( IPO.E0.0) GO T0 . 000 7 326
327 IF	 (InPT.Eu, 27	 an To-S", __ ....._	 __	 __.	 ..	 .. 7 327
328 C 7 328
329 C ##*	 PRINT ELEVATION DATA	 ### 7 329
330 IF (WEL - VE - 261	 GO' TO--"0- _,,_ ^.	 _.__. _..	 -	 - 7 330
331 NRX s (G1+2W30 7 331
i'	 332 00 480 I a 1,NRX 7 332y	 333 CALL	 V5FL'TEFN -0-CF,11	 _. _.. ._ ..._.	 _.	 - ___.^ 7 333
334 CALL PAGER 7 334
335 IS s ( I-1)#30 + ICOL 7 335
336 ._.__I`...• IS+29	 _	 _ ..	 _ 7 336
337 iP (IV.GT .LCOL) IEWLCOL 7 337
330 PARM(1) n CLE M 7 336
339 PAR1CM =-EELEC21	 _	 _.^ _._ .
	 _	 —_- ...,,	 _.. _.	 _ _ ..". 7 339
340 ISA = IS+ICRIAS 7 340
341 TEA = IF+ICRIAS 7 341.-	
342 _WRITELSiO3101"
	 , v	 71,101pagn-	 —.-..	 - 7 1342
343 IS s IS-ICOL+4 7 343
344 It • IE-ICOL+4 7 344
-365 - _ "LL -VTRD(EMI-0	 ,	 ,	 --	 -	 ______.,	 ___	 _. 7 345
346 ir ( IST.EG .-3 .OR. TST.E0 .-4) GO TO 460 7 346
347 IY s IXELV ( i) 7 347r,
G	 34T__.__.- _ ..-^IIRI'i'ECS;340TIY; (
	 •	 •	 7 _- -	 ? 340










	 CnNTTMUP 7 350
3 551 mRX = (Ncm.+119)/140 7 351
3S2 GO TO 590 7 352
3553 r, 7 3133
354 490
	
NRX = (NcnL+119)/120 7 354
355 Dn 500 T = 1,NRX 7 355
356 CALL VSFC(FFN,O,l) 7 356
357 CALL PAGES 7 357
358 TS = (T-1) 0 120+ICOL 7 350
359 IE = TS + lt9 7 159'
360 Tr(IE .GT, LCOL) IF s-LCOL 7 360
361 PARM(1) = FLEW 7 361
362 PARM(2)	 = FLF.(2) 7 362
363 ISA - IS+IC4TAS 7 363
364 TFEA s IE+ICBTAS 7 364
365 WRITF.(5,S10)	 PARM(1),PARM(2),ISA,TEA 7 365
366 IS s IS-ICOL + 4 7 366
367 IF = ZF.-ICnL + 4 7 367
368 520 CALL VSRn(FFN , 1080,TXEGV,IST) 7 368
369 IF ( IST.EA. - 3 .OR,	 TST.F0. - 4) Go 'TO 500 7 369






371 DO 525 K ; TS,TE 7 371
372 525 TXELV ( K) n LSL ( IXLLV ( K)+192,8) 7 372
373 WRTTE ( 5,530)	 IY,(IXF.L"V"('K1,KsTS -,"TE] 7 373
374 GO Tn 520 7 374
375 500 CONTINUE 7 375
376 C	 _	 ._ _ 7 376
377 ' C	 ###	 PRINT SLOPE DATA 7 377
378 C 7 378
379 590
	 CWTTINITE	 _	 .-	 _...	 _ . _	 _ ... _.. _.. 7 379
380 TF (TOPT.EQ.1) GO Tn 999 7 380
381 NRX : (NCOL+119)il20 7 381
382 DQ 600	 I	 A	 1,NRX	 _	 _.._ _	 _	 ,. 7 382
383 CALL Vssrc(SPN,0,1) 7 363
364 CALL PAGE$ 7 384
385 IS = (T-1)4r13'0 + TCffU- -" 	 _ _ _^_.___ 7 385
386 TE = IS + 119 7 386
387 IF(TE .GT, LCOL) IE = LCOL 7 3A7
381 PARM(l)	 s	 SLOtIr - __.-,.^_	 ^_,..--__.__-_-..	 __._.	 -_ - 7 368
389 PARM(2) a SLO(2) 7 369
390 ISA c IS+ICBIAS 7 390
391 TEA = IE+TCI3TAS _-^_ __,. _-_^._.-.----_-•----_-_ _	 _ ._._ 7 391
392 WRTTE(5,510)	 PARM(1),PARM(2),ISA,IEA 7 392
3 4 3 IS = IS - ICOL + 4 7 393
394 IE	 _' IE -	 ICOV --+ '4-
	
_ __. ___.._ -_. _
	 _	 _ --.___._ 7 394
395 620 CALL V8RD(BPN,1090 0 1180,I37) 7 3915
396 IP ( IST.EO.-3 . OR. I3T9190.- 4) GO TO 600 7 396
397 -- -Y	 = TXSLP CT7-
	
__ _	
__.	 _..,	 _ _ -. _.. -...	 - 7 397
396 .	 DO 625 K = IS,IE 7 398
399 62S IXSLP ( K) s LSL ( TXSLP ( K)+192 , 8) T 399
400 _ _---ilitlTE-( 5",5307 ?. rTTINGFUL) iKullso	 __ _	 .. _.	 _._ 7 400
401 GO TO 620 7 401
402
_
600 CONTINUE 7 402L--403 .._. __._..-.___-_.-	 ----C - 7 403
404 C	 ###	 PRINT ASPECT ANGLE DATA 	 ######s##*###########s#########t###si 7 404
405 C 7 405
... i0b -00'-'700 -T or - I-, Nw-
	




_ _ _,.	 _.
	
_ .. , -
_ `7" . M
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408
	 CALL PAGES
409	 IS = ( T-1)*170 + IcnL
410	 TE s IS + 119
411	 IF(TF .GT. LCON) IE s LCOL
412	 PARM(1)	 ASP(1)
413	 PA,RM(2) = ASP(2)
414	 IS'A = IS+IC4TAS
415	 ICA = IF,+IC41AS
416	 WRITR ( 5,510) PARM ( 1),PARM ( 2),fSA,ItA
417	 T& 2
 IS	 ICOL + 4
418,	 IR'	 IE - ICOL + 4
419	 720 CALL VSRD ( AFN,1080 , TXASP,IST)




422	 WRITF ( 5,531) TY',(IXASP(K),KsI8,-IZ)
423	 GO TO 720
424	 700 CONTINUE
425	 800 CONTINUE
426	 IF ( ISLnP. F 3.0) GO TO 999
427 C
428 C s** PRINT SLOPE LENGTH *#i4t4ifii*196*it ***
429 C	 30 COLS PER PAGE
430 C
431	 NRX c (NCOL+29)/30
432	 Dn 9p0 T = 1 , NRX
433
	 CALL VSFC(I,FN,0,1)
434	 -	 CALL PAGES	 -	 __ .. _...
435	 13 a ( I-I)*30 + ICOL
436	 It s IS+29
437	 IF ( TF..GT.LC OL) TV _ .LCpV_...--,-_-__
438	 PARM(1) = SLF.N(1)
439	 PARM ( 2) = SLF.N(2)
440	 I3A i IS+TCATAS--
441	 IEA s IE+ICBIAS
442-	 WRTTF(S,510) PARM(i),PARM(2),Y8A,IICA
443	 WRTT'F(5,51TT
444	 IS = I5-IC..OL+4
445	 IE z TF,-ICOL+4
446 120-
 CULL
447	 IF ( IsTera.-3 • one I8TeL0e -4) GO TO 900
448	 IY s IXLEN(1)
449	 WRTTE (3,54(l) IY:TI7lLF1T	 ^	 IET`"___^,;..— ._






PRINT ELEVATION ►RROUENCY DISTRIG,
456	 IF ( TOPT.EA . 2) GO TO 1000
457	 WRITE(5,2005)

































































GENERAL INFORMATION CONCERNING DATA SOURCE
.r
1
GENERAL MORMATION CONCERNING DATA SOURCE
The NCIC, Office of Research and Standards, Reston, Virginia
and the DMATC, Washington, D.C. were contacted in regard to the
digital terrain rapes.	 It was learned that the DMATC prepares
two to x to matrices for each 1:250,000-scale quadrangle map.
The x, y sheet corners and all subsequent readings of each half
of a quad map are referenced to an arbitrary coordinate system
(ACS).	 The origin of this ACS is an arbitrary reference point:
- that is different for each t o x to area.	 The approach used at
the ERL is to reference the (x,y) plate readings directly to
the UTM grid and then compute coordinates of points in the UTM
'• system directly from the readings.	 Thus, an angle correction
is required for each t o x to area.
Further discussions revealed that a photographic process
w,
is used to produce a map-,from the 1:250,000-scale series whereby
I
a "contour" line has a "ditch" type depression. 	 The operator of
the digital graphic recorder follows this ditch in the actual
extraction of contour data.	 Further processing involves inter-
polation of a planar nature.	 Error sources in the DMATC process





It was also verified from the DMATC that there is an "edge"
matching problem on the right and left of all quad maps and
that the data exhibits a "saw-tooth" effect at the top or bottom
J	 edges of quad maps. Since the actual extraction of planar data,
4	 :
^	 D-2
(x-y plate coordinate readings in inches) is from a non-square
map (latitude-longitude map), then the subsequent transformation
of these planar data to the regular shaped UTM coordinate system
results in these edge and border problems. These problems have
been encountered in the research efforts at the ERL. It should
be pointed out that these problems are not encountered if the
subse uent anal sis ro rams (such as data base ro rams) areq	 Y	 p g	 p g
compatible with the latitude-longitude coordinate system.
i
I
4
t
as^#i
k
a
i
D-3
w.J
